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Answer {!! Questions

Charge ofelectron e =1.602x10-1e C

Mass ofelecton m" =9,109x10-t' kg

Planck's comtant h = 6.63x10-34 Js

Permittivity in free space eo =8.854x10-t2C2 N 1m2

IeV -l .602x10-19 J
c=3.l08zrs I

The symbols have their usual meanings.

1. State the postulates of Bobr Theory. Deduce the wavelength of the spectral lines in the
Balmer line series for the single ionized Helium atom as,
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Where R""is the Rydbefg corstant for single ionized Helium.

Ifthe shortest wave lingth ofthe spechal lines series is 0.91x1,0-7 n, find:

(i) A value for rRo"

(ii) The longest wavelength in the sedes.



2. Derive.Rutherford's Scattering fonnula and state the importalt l.eatures of Rutherlbrd
scattering of a -parlicles by gold foir which suppor.ted trre nu"l"u, -oi"l oL t1.," uto,
agaimt Thomson's model.

A sheam of a -particles is bombar.dered on a rDercury nucleus (Z = g0) with velocil
1.0x10-7rr-r. If an ./-pafticle is approaching the nucleus in head-on directior
calculate the distance ofclosest approach. The mass of d particle is 6.4x10 27[g.

What do you meart by Compto[ Effect? Show lhat tle change in the wavelergth ofl
photon subjecl to Conpton scalte ng by an electron is given by]
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A beam of X-rays of wavelength 1.0010 is incident on a carbon talget. The scatterc
-{-rays are detected at an aDgle of 900 to the direction ofthe incident beam. Find t[
Compton wavelength shift.

4. (a) Briefly^explain the Fleisenberg's unce{ainty pdnciple and give the rnathernaticl
expression for ulcerlaiDty in the eDergy.

The average period that erapses between the excitation of an atom and the time it emil
radiation is 10 8sec.Find 

the uncedailty in the energy emitted and uncertainty in th
frequency of rhe lighr enritted.

(b) Explain briefly the photo electric effect and give Einslein's expranation for the sa,,e

A cedain metal has a threshold wavelength of 600rrz. Find the stoppilg potential whe
the netal is irradiated with,

Monochromatic iight of wavelength 400ra.
Light having twice the frequeDcy and thee times the intensitv of th
$avelength 400r?n.
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